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We recently worked with a brand team who gave their 
agency three to four weeks from award to air date to 
produce a package of TVCs. This timing has become 
standard operating procedure. This meant that the 
production team always had to scramble to find a 
director to shoot the job within the required time 
frame. The agency production team was creating an 
internal estimate that allowed their producer to 
calculate the funds available for the production 
company. The producer in turn spoke candidly with the 
only production company being bid telling them 
outright how much money they had to produce the 
work. As is usual, the production company came back 
to the agency saying they needed 10% or so more to 
do the job.  It didn’t matter that most other production 
companies could have done the job for substantially less. The agency went 
about selling this director and production company as the only solution. 

The average production time frame for TVCs is 8—14 weeks these days. You 
can compress it, but it will cost you… either in quality or cost. Our 
recommendation: make it a priority to give your projects plenty of time to 
be done right! 

It used to be commonly acknowledged that triple 
bidding saved production costs. In fact, consultants 
will tell you that historically it saves about 22% of 
production costs. These days we continue to see 
many brand teams going along with their agency’s 
recommendation to single bid projects. While it’s 
easy to see how this simplifies things for the agency, 
it’s definitely not at all clear that this represents a 
good value for brands.  

We strongly recommend competitive bidding on  
every project! 

The Department of Justice has launched an 
investigation into whether ad agencies have been 
unfairly directing production business to their in-
house departments over independent shops, 
according to an article in The Wall Street Journal.  

As this Adweek article elaborates, the investigation 
addresses the practice of agency producers asking 
suppliers for ‘check bids’. As a former NYC post 
production company owner, I am painfully familiar 
with the practice. 

Production consultants have long dealt with this issue. While we always 
want to work collaboratively with our agency teams, if this situation is 
apparent, we are direct and candid with them. If the issue remains 
unresolved, we inform our brand teams and lay out options. 

The relatively recent twist of agencies directing their client’s production 
work into their own production entities via check bids has added urgency 
to what was already a strong need for systemic reform. 

Ad Agencies Probed Over Contracts to Produce Commercials 

Brands working directly with production companies. 

A Production Consultant’s  
 

Handy Trail Tips for Advertisers 

Over the years we’ve seen many brand teams 
working directly with production companies. 
From our experience, the production companies 
were able to deliver on the core creative at 
remarkably reasonable prices.  

However there are a number of areas where 
production companies just aren’t equipped in 
infrastructure or expertise as ad agencies are. 
The biggest red flag we’ve found is around 
talent payment. Ad agencies generally have 
specialists in talent payment issues, while 
production companies typically don’t. Often the 
production companies will make up for this by 
hiring an expert for the project. However, 
nearly all relationships production companies 
have with their hires are short term. We’ve 
found several brands caught up in unnecessary 
talent issues and dramatically over paying as a 
result. 

Revisions are another area to be cautious. In our experience revisions are 
sometimes viewed as completely new projects, with all new profit centers! 

We recommend having  production experts—like us— around whenever 
you’re working without an agency... or with one!  
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Remind me again... why are we single bidding this project? 

When you’re out of time, you may be out of options. 

West and Company is a boutique ad production consultancy of ex-agency production 

professionals optimizing ad budgets, analyzing production plans, negotiating costs, 

maximizing savings all while tracking spending. 

We offer a complementary review of your project.  
 

No cost, no obligation, no kidding; just drop us an email or give us a call. 
 

mac@westandco.org     +1(203)292-7744 office  

For more info about us, more handy trail tips, a list of our services and our blog, 

check us out at westandco.org 

Happy Holidays! 
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